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ABSTRACT
This report, identifies and analyzes forces in ':the

Schooling prccess that cieate delays in completions, that limit
attainmen ,.that foster tbe drop cut rate and that,redUce chances for
bigher ed cation among -Puerto Ricns in metropolitan areas in.the

as eVealed-by statistics. frot the'1970 census. In this.study,
an etpIanatcry set of soCial and economic variableswere related'to-
.educatioral measure's fer preparing:and evalUating, influences stemming'-
frem the schccl system, thePuerto Rican community And the parents.
Multivariate correlations and the use of path analysis provided A
basiS for conclusions, as well as observationsi regardiriq'patternsof
variation amcng the eleven metropclitan areas selected for intensive
research. Tbe,findings showed that as of 1970 little or no progress'
had taken place in the,schooling,.of Puerto Rican yodng addlts when
compared with the parent generation's school attainment and the
attainment of other minority groups. Nationally, about 60% Of Puerto
Rican youth enumerated in the 1970 Census had Teft the educational
system before high school graduation. An additional 2594,graduated,
tut with some-delay in the usual schedule-for-completion, indicating:
problems eien liken school was Successfully cempleted. In varying
degrees the delay/drop out pattern was fonnd in nine Out of the
eleven metropolitan areas, some of which represent more than a single
city. It was concluded thatscme of the social factors identified.as
influences on school problems could be modified by Short7term changes_
in organizaticn, but ethers would require redirection in the social
structure that has ascribed to Puerto Ricans a minority and dependent

role in the internal colonial system. (Author/AM),.
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Foreword

Thioughout the past fifteen years, Aspira has counseled
more than twenty-five thousand sttidents and, with Aspira's
aid, .ten thousand students have graduated from post-

secondary institutions. 'File quest for better educational
opportunities for minority youth, coupled with the insti-
tutional goal of developing responsible and committed
leadership for Hispanic communities, has remained Aspira's
central mission.

Recently, a nev priority for Aspira has emerged. Flowing
directly from As! y's programmatic thrust, this neW priority
represents a long felt need --the need for systematic research
that will provide convincing information to funding sources
about the precarious educational situation facing His-

panic youth and that will assist.political. leaders, adminis-
.trators, educators, social workers and others in decision-
making roles in taking action to correct the dismal picture.

In the following monograph, Dr. Hernfindez and his col-
leagues do not intend to offer specific sdlutions; rather,
they share with us significant scholarly knowledge on a
diversity Of .educational situations that could have, practical
implications for the development of social and educational
policy. Furthermore, tile study demonstrates how the wealth
of existing data on Puerto. Ricans can be organized and in-
terpreted to shed new light on the social circumstances of
Puerto Ricans.

This 'study and other recent experience indicate there
are isSues and deficiencies that require immediate attention.
Some of them are as follows:

Puerto Ricans have a drop out rate from the public
schoolso( the nation's major urban areas that varies,
mostly, between 55 and 80 percent.



. For many Puerto Rican .stildents academic delay in-
creases as they move thnnigh the schooling process.

Puerto Rican students ;Wend schools that are more
segregated now than they were :I decade ago.

Very httle is known as to the aydemic and psycho-
logical impact On the learner of the many and still

:proliferating versions of hilingual/hicultural education.

If the import ot these deficiencies is to be Rnderstood and
remedies implemented, (IRA] they must he shai-ed and dis-
cussed, not only as a Puerto Rican concern, hut 'as a.concern
of American society. Ihe follownig work opens the way to
such a social dialogue.

Marip A. Anglada
National ExeCutive Director
Aspira of America, Inc.
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ICI the Series
oss.
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he.noA Aspna ()I Anieik,1 L'I les 011
Education is Intended at, a toonn II M.hk.h a wide I,arieu, ol

; educational issues and .omeins can be addressed !loin a
Puerto Rican rese.n.,ch peispeL tise I he orientation of tlic

series will he primarily national .11)11 multi-purposed, It will

he addressed to polio makers. school admmishators. sarious
professional groups, other educational researcyters, as well as
to Puerto Ricanillispamc parent groups inSoked in improv-
ing the education of their children. Present plans are tOr an
annual puhlication that will be baSed primarily on findings

from on-goin.g As' pitIrresearch prof ects
Aspira's first prolect, the Stiitistical. Profile Study, is

funded by tlk. Vord round:Won. !he basic goals of the Study

aro to identity the socio-demographic dimensions of die
Puerto Rican student population throughout the country
and to develop an initial understanding of their situations.
characteristk. aiRl reeds. with specral reference to those
cities where a major portion ol the Puerto Rican people
reside. With the cooperation ot the school officials in these
cities, there are pla.ns tu publish as the second report in this
series a national educational profile of Puerto Ricans based
on public, school data, .and pros iding an initial model for
periodic monitorihr and assessment of learning conditkms.

[he study reported here identifies and analytes forceti

in the schoOling process that creak.: delays in completion,
attainment, foster the drop out and reduce chances

for higher education among Puerto Ricans in the United
States as revealed hy statistics from the 1970 census, ,An
explanatory set of social and economic variables have.,been

related to educational measures for preparing and evaltiating
influences stemmirig from the school system, the: Puerto

1 2



Rican community and the parental. generation. Multiyariate
correlations and the' use of path analysis provided a basis
for, conclusions, as well as observations regarding patterns
of variation among the eleven metropolitan areas selected
for intensive research.

The educational problems confronting Puerto Ricans in
the United States are inextricably interwoven with the larger
and more complicated Situation of societal. discrimination,
poverty and low status in which Ale overwhelming majority
of Puerto Ricans find themselves._ To 5nalyze and proPose
solutions for die problems in and surrckinding, the schooling
process requires 'an ongOing; inter-disciplinary .ilproach
developed by a group of researcliers and communii'Morkers
with institutional support. It iS with the intention of becom-
ing 3.significant partner in a broad-based and policy-oriented
approach that ASpira of America, Inc. has entered the field
of educational research.

RECOMMENDED AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The field bf educational research .as far as it concerns
Puerto Ricans is fairly barren, Much research, reflection and
action are needed. The reader will find below some educa-
tional issues and problems that ASpira of America considers
prime topics for discussion and research.

Recent research txperience has demonstrated the neces-
sity to go beyond the variety of studies, reports and investiga-
tions that describe the general educational situation and
problems confronting Puerto Ricans in different cittres,1
to a coordinated series of national studies and analyses
addressed to specific sets of common variables within dif:
ferent geographic locations. The- needs are for comparative
studies of both interlocatiodal differences and similarities
among Puerto Ricans as as intra-locational differences
and similarities betweee%etto Ricans and other ethnic
and raciargroups.

13,



The stibject of school segregation illustrates the necessity
for national, comparative studies. The Civil Rights Office of
the ,De.partment of Health, Education and Welfare has re-
leased the first statisfics compiled on Hispanic school segrega-
tion in .`the country. The following table displdys the pro-
portion of black and Hispanic children in predominantly
(defined as 70% or more) minority public schools in the
natibn and the Northeast, where Puerto Ricans are the.major
Hispanic group, for 1970 and 1974:

Proportion of Minorities in Public Schools

BLACK HISPANIC
1970 1974 .1.970 1974

National '76.6% 66.8% 64% 67.4%

Northeast 78.7% 81.0% 84.2% 84.2%.

Source: HEW Office for Civil Rights, May 1976.2

A. a

According to a press release by Senators Brooke andatiyit
on this subject, Hispanic children were "more likely than
Blacks to be attending predominantly Minority schools. Such

segregation is stable or growing in every region.73 Gary
Orfield, who is analyzing these data at the Brookings Insti-
tute, reports that in New York City, which contains over 60%
of the national Puerto Rican population, the proportion of
Hispanic, predominantly Puerto Rican, children in intensely
segregated schools (with .90 to 100% minority enrollment)
climbed from 57.5% in 1970 to 67% in 1973.4

These statistical trends, combined with the young age
composition of the Hispanic population, portend further
growth in school enrollment and development of bilingual/
bicUltural communities segregated from other minorities and
the majority. Brooke and Javits say "we may face not merely ,

a diyision into separate so/defies, but crystallization of a rigid

1 4
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three-way division in our urban sthools." What are the polidy
implications of these trends for Hispanic children and for
American society? For exam,Iie, how do the desegregation
efforts being impIemented,,i various cities affect Hispanic
students or the bilingual4irogranis that may also exist or
remain to be developed? ispanic educators and community
groups throughout the cOuntry are very concerned about the
dismantling or forestalling of bilingual/bicultural programs
because of desegregation efforts.5 Conversely, how does
school segregation /affect the worldview and aspirations of
Hispanic children?' Does segregation have positive 'functions
that could be wOrked to the students' advantage, while the
negative aspects are reduced through desegregation?

Part of the answers to these questions would be forth-
coming. in ,the search for the underlying causes of the in-
creasing segregation of Hispanic communities. Is it the active
choice of these communities for cultural and linguistic
Teas*? Is it the result of economic, social and residential
discriMination by the larger society? Or is it a combination of
external and internal group factors? Are there different
degrees of segregation among the different Hispanic groups?
Or, within one group such as the Puerto Rican, from one
community to another?. Does the barrio, for example, retain
people who are socially and 'economically mobile, or is it
abandoned, once a certain threshold of prosperity is reached?
These are all fundamental research questions. The answers
will shape qu'estions of public and educational,policy.

There are educational policy issues requiring clarification
through further basic social research on specific topics such
as the following:

I. The field of bilingual/bicultural education and pro-
cedural requirements for obtaining arid maintaining
federal and local funding have spawned a large array of
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studies, suiveys: program descriptions and evaluations.
Research is now needed to systematically analyze these
program evaluations, synthesize a set of findings from
them, arrive at 'ways in which conclusive information
can be obtained, and exert a return influence on the
data gathering process.

2. In terms of the controversy associated with the Aspira
\ Consent Decree in New York City and the significance

of its scope and aim, this legal precedent deserves a full
historical policy study, research concerning contem-
porary issues in the actual implementation, and projec-
tions for the immediate and medium-range future.

3. The few sound studies of- the determinants of either
educational ,attainmen16 or achievement7 among Puerto /
Ricans need to be updated and supplemented. Future /
studies should include aspects of the schooling process/
of particular importance, for Puerto Ricans, so as tO
properly identify -influential factors in student p
formance, that is, be d those. readily appar t.

4. Although there have be me studies' 8 of the/New
York and Chicago college student opulatio
included Puerto Ricans,a natiOnal assessment f how

that

Puerto Ricans have fared in higher education is/needed.
A parallel study of human, resources at the cplege or
graduate degree levels will help clarify those/ skill and
pro feSsional ields in which Puerto Ricans aq most and
least represe ed, and how the present group of,:hew
professionals drs, if at all, from the parent genera-
tion.

5. An assessment -of the impact of the City /University of
New York's Open Admissions Years 270-1975) on

16



Puerto Ricans as well as the City's other ethnic and
racial groups would now be useful, -particularly as com-
pared with other universities having open admissions
and sizeable Puerto.Rican enrollments, and with alterna-
tive institutions of higher learning, as well.

6. The findings of the study presented in this volume also
raise some questions that cannot be answered without
further research. For example, if, the" same research
design were applied to data lor the major ethnic .and
racial groups within the eleven metropolitan areas
studied would there be group differences in their cor-
relations and path -coefficients as compared to those
iiresented here for Puerto Ricans? Would the same
model, applied to Puerto Rican students in different
areas of the same cities, yield different results? Also, are
there particular school system policies ,that might
account for some 9f the variability found in the differ-
ent patterns of delay and dropout among metropolitan
areas? Can, we identify school policies thiflacilitate.or
hinder Puerto Rican ettcational attainment rates?

suggestions just made by no means are inclusive .of
_the educational research needs of the Puerto Rican com-
munity; we mention these topics aiming only at providing an
initial contribution to the development of a research agenda
for those researchers willing and prepared to tackle these
problems in a concerted and sustained manner ix1.cpoperation
with parents, students, teachers, administratoit,''Ccirnmunity
and professional leaders. Moreover, ways Must be developed
for disseminating and utilizing the knowledge derived from
this research. In this regard a clearinghouse and technical
assistance unit would be valuable assets to parent groups and
school administrators. ,

17



The need for Puerto Ricans td assunie leadership in these
endeavors should also be clqar. For whatever reasons there
has been little interest shown in the eciucational issues related
to Puerto Ricans, nor.in Puerto Ricans involved in educa-
tional issues. For example, the authors of the Equality of
Educational. Opportunity Report (The Coleman Report)
docuniented the devastating educational circu.mstances and
outcomes of schooling for Puert Ricans in 1966, Yet these't.
results did not le.ad to wide.int Jest, action or even further
studies, just as the observations and ideas of Puerto Rican
educators, who may often reach the same conclusions in a
non-scientific manner, but are rately listened to by the gen-
eral "informed" public or public decision Makers. In the
absence of a sense of concern (or even. interest) among non-
Puerto Ricans, Puerto Ricans themselves must take the
initiative and work toward sOme degree of participatiOn and
self-determination in the educational prdcess.

,.

Therefor, , Aspira of America, Inc., sincerely hopes this
series e orts will stimulate an-appreciation and concern
within a ous circles ,for the nee& of the Puerto Rican
school chid. We hope that in sOme way you will join us and
the thousands of PuertO Rican parents throughout the
country who struggle to improve the schooling of their
children.

Rafael Valdivieso
Research Coordinator
Statistical Profile Study

1 8



Notes to the Introductioh.

I. The following reports are listed.alphabetically bY city:
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2::FIEW. Figures' Show School . Segregation increaSing in Northeast;
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press release issued by Senators Brooke (R-Mass) and Javits
June 20, 1976, from tables 1 and 3.



3. Ibid , p. 2.

4. Inforthation obtained in telephone interview with Dr. Orfield.

5. See 'Bilingual-Bicultural Education: A Handbook for Attorneys And
Community Workers (Cambridge, Mass.: Center for Law and Educa-

tion, December 1975), Section V.

6. Isidro Lucas, "Puerto Rican Dropouts in Chicago: Numbers and
Motivation," Final Report to the U.S. Office of Education, Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare (Washington, D.C., 1971)
and Victor G. Alicea and Julie Mathis. "Determinants of Educa-
tional Attainment Among Puerto Rican Youth in the United States,"
(Universidad Boricua, Washington, D.C., 1975).

7. James S. 'Coleman, Ernest Q. Campbell, Carol J. Hobson, James
McPartland, 'Alexander M. Mood, Frederic,Weinfield and' Robert L.
York, Equality of .Educational Opportunity (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office', 1966) and William C. Kkiber, Aca-
demic Achievement and Aspects of Acculturation,Am6ng Puerto
7fican Male Community College Students (Ph.D. dissertation, New
York University, 1974).

8. FoY example, see Robert Birnbaum and Joseph Goldman, The
Graduates: A Follow-Up Study of New York City High School
Graduates of 1970 (New York: Center for Social Research, The City

University of New York, May 1971).



SOCIAL FACTORS IN EDUCATIONALa
ATTAINMENT AMONG PUERTO RICANS

IN U.S. METROPOLITAN AREAS, 1970

I. Educational Attainment Among Puerto Ricans

In 1970 scarcely two percent of continental Puerto Ricans
between ages 25 and A4 had completed a college education,
one of the Most depressed rates of higher learning attainment
among major segments of the United States population.'
Although the total number of college graduates had .ricreased
in step with the Puerto Rican population!s growth, the
petcentage showed no improvement when compared with

.1960 and 1950 levels. In terms of community strength, this
meant a very limited potential for occupational advancement
and scarcity in skilled human resources.

Since a, high school diploma remains a requirement for
college enrollment, limited access to higher education among
Puerto Ricans can be partly explained by similaifProblems at
the secondary level. In 1970 only one in every four Puerto
kican adults had completed high school, which meant
that three-quarters of this population was not directly
eligible for higher 'education.

According to the 050, 1960, and 1970 censuses, half or
more of continental Puerto Ricans age 25 to 44 had !lever

1
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2

attended high school; in most cases their formal education
ended _before elementary school graduation. For this period
the statistics also show a shift from elementary -school
completion to partial hih school attainment, indicating
that the drop out trend c ntinued in an upward direction,
with a major portion st ping short of high school gradua-
tion and college eligibility. By 1970 more than. a quarter of
continental Puerto Rican adults were high school drop outs,
slightly larger than the proportion.with a high school degree.

4Aside from creating a bottleneck toward higher education,
the recent development of a high school drop ou.t pattern
suggests a variety' Of. seriorit implications: First, 'it tends to
support a distorted picture of progress when the "average"
or median years of school completed is used as.an educational
indicator. From 1950 to 1970 the-median school attainment
for continental Puerto Ricans advanced nearly two years.
But this was, due primarily to a shift from elementary school
attainment to partial high school, and not to an increase
in the high school completion rate, which remained
proportionately the same. .

Considered socially, the continued drop out reflects
estrangement between the Puerto Rican community and the
school .system, and especially discouragement among Puerto
Riean children and adolescentsa malaise- stemming from
basic people/institutional problems and 'disparities. Through-
out the past quarter centur3i Puerto RiCans.of all ages have
experienced the colonizing effects of being labeled "minority,"
already history among other nonEuropean groups incor-
porated into the -United States originally in :an involuntary
manrrer. But the impact has,been greatest among the very
young, those least familiar with Puerto Rico arid their

*storical identity, and most likely to experience the effects
o socialization for minority status. Assumed to be on the
continent as "cheap labor," Puerto Ricans are not generally
expected by United States society to attain high educational

40.
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levels, nor even aspire to the social mobility typical of the
"American Dream." The jobs more frequently available to
Puerto Ri::ans are tjtpically et levels where .a high school
degree-makes little difference or actually poses a disadvantage ;
°food service kitchen help; light factory assembly, packing and
wrapping; janitor's and general cleaning wokk; wareouse and
stockroom handling; construction labor and carpenter's
assistance; private household service and "attendan "
parking, recreation places, hospitals and other pub places.
Under similar conditions, other indigenous minority persons
have had ,greater success. in job security and income as high
school -drop outs than as graduates, and often resort to
dropping out as a survival strategy whczo the likelihood of
breaking out of the exploitation sysOm is perceived as low.'

The American school system frias generally upheld a

success model requiring Puerto Ric0 children and adolescents
to surmount their cultural "deprivations," adapt to the
mainstream manner of learning, and prepare (or the white
Anglo job marketinstead of adapting the schooling process
to the realities of their social restrictions and special needs
for reaching a situation where the mainstream educational
system and the white, Anglo job market becrtinie meaningful
options.

The contemporary debate on bilinguaLeducation exempli-
fies the mismatching f community and school system.
Perhaps no issue has elicited such an enthusiastic and soli4:1,
response from average citizens during the rec5nt histbry of
Spanish origin groups in the United States. The ideal solution
plainly centers on the bilingual-bicultural model that
coordinates both Anglo and Hispanic elements in an integrated
learning system aimed at achieving the fullest development
of human resource,s, as well as (and as motivated and enhanced
by) a positive self-image. But in reality many bilingual
programs are reduced to a remedial project directed toward
quickly improving English language abilities among Spanish

2 3
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dominant students only, .with little or no attention to Hispanic
culVral content, or even Spanish fanguage maintenance.
While some bilingual programs clearly dd not pertain to this
minimal level, it typifies the recurrent situation in which
.parents. of community groUps have resorted to litigation
and couri action, in-tbeirlefforts tO obtain some recognition
of problems and attentton from the school system,

By now it is generally known that less controversial
difficulties affecting the daily lives of many Pueito Rican
children rrtake education unappealing and unrelated td their
experience outside school. Puerto Rican teachers (or even'
those Vial some undebtanding of Puerto Ricans) are the
exceptidn; learning materials make scant reference to things
Puerto Rican and say little about the world in which students
must struggle as Puerto Ricans. Among other mechanisms
promoting low achievement, discouragement and the eventual
drop out, Puerto Rican children are typically routed away
from the college preparatorit track and even middle-level
paths to success by their instructors, counselors and the
pervasive school environment.3

Perhaps the mechanism most conducive to dropping out
is the widespread practice of leaving Puerto Rican children
back a grade or more, when they are perceived by school
authorities as having a language, learning or behavioral
"problem," or some combination of these elements. &recent
sttldy completed by Universidad Boricua (based on intervieWs
with about 500 Puerto Rican students and parents in New
York City, Philadelphia and Vineland, New Jersey) uncovered
some of the human aspects behind the statistics on. delayed
education. ,Students held back one or more years were
of. course older in terms of physiological and emotional
development than other (usually nonPuerto Rican) students
at their grade level. Defined ty the social envicronment as
problems, the left-backs foLind little encoufagement to
pe,rforrn as model students. Instead, they demonstrated

2 '1
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their edge over others in Ron-educational ways, strategies
against boredom and depreNotthat often led to truancy

, . and other inter personal_problems facilitating. tke drop out
as a logical and mutually satisfactory solution.4

Na.tional data on delayed education among Puerto Ricans
,present a very disturbing picture. py relating enrollment
levels to the age of students as recorded in the 1970 Census
puhlications, some notion is gained of relative levels. Among
Puerto Rican students 14 to 17 years old, approximately
40 percent were still in elementary gradescompared with
17 percent among persons enrolled at equivalent ages in the
total United States population. Ha delayed student is defined

.4as someone enrolled at least one year behindihe progression
beginning with first grade elementary at age seven and
leading to high school graduation at eighteen, a higher rate
about 47 percentis obtained. This compares with estimates
of 4,5 percent) for Native Americans; 40, percent for blacks;
37 peicent fo Mexican Americans, and is more than twice

. the estimate o 23 percent for the majority or white non-
Spanish origin population.5 hut the full delay factor is
plainly greater, :since these figures do not include persons
having already dropped out from school, and at the 14 to 17

-- age level drop outs are twice as frequent among Puerto Ricans
than in the total American population.

It is also' clear that delayed education is not a problem .
limited:4o children born in Puerto Rico. Students 14 to 17
years old who were born in the United States (and therefore
supposedly more assimilated) showed 32 percent still in
elementary grades and 41 percent at least .one year behind
the usual schedule, not far from thenational average for all
Puerto Ricans. Regardless of birthplace. Puerto Rican students
livini in New York City fared better than those located
elsewhere, but even in this case the delay factor Was
significantly'above levels for the total and nonPuerto Ricrl
population. Since more than half of the continental Puerto

2 5
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Rican population live in New York City, this means that
generally delayed 'schooling is much more frequent-in Other
places, including many cities wheretheSChool system iS
hardly aware oilthe-p-rehriem7-

Another disturbing aspect is that apparently the delay is
not aN/ays a one-time occwrence with limited consequences
for educational attainmelit lit later enrollment levels and
older ages. Instead, available evidence shows that some
students are lea Wick more than once and that being left
back ha's a "ripple" effect on the school situation of yOung
adults. In 1970.among Puerto Ricans age t8 to,24 Mid' were
enrolled -the' usual life cycle stage for collegemore than 60
perc,-ent were still in high school, compared with 9 percent
in the total United States student population at' equivalent
ages. Moreoxer, in this instance the delay rate for Puerto
Ricans bortin the United States (5,6 percent) and rates for
other major CateyoriessAyere liain close enough to the average
for all Puerto Ricans as to rule out any clear sign of
improvement.

Accumulated school prOblems have therefore taken a
severe toll for many Puerto Rican young adultsas employ-
ment, marriage, military service and family responsibilities
enter their personal horizon, while still finishing,high school.
Faced with circuinstances pressing them to work and support
thernselves and others, or with appealing alternatives to an
unpleasant experience in schooling, dropping oat represents
a reasonable solution. Recent inflation and unemployment
problems affecting the parent generation of Puerto Rican
manual workers has probakily strengthened the reasons for
late adolescent children to quit school and seek a job enabling

the family to maintain a previously modest lifestyle.
The Universidad Boricua study previously mentioned

concluded that social and economic differences between
high school stay irm and drop outs were not signifi9nt.
Instead, both groups had about the same (low) income

2 6
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background; and "factors traditionally asserted by school
administrators as influencing attrition such as: laziness,

?ft
, lack,of motivation, marriage, pregnancy, language prl, blems,

and parental indifference were not ... major as s- why

student's ... left school," According to this ud, taying

in is attributable to certain features of the s6liool system,

: principally the attitudes, guidance and interest shown bY
teachers and an environment favoring the development of ;

a positive self-image and active participation.among students.
Students who additionally have a psychological support
system at hoMe are least likely to drop out. In suni, where
factors contributing to del4ed eduCation as. a policy qf
avoidance are operatgive, early and' numerous drop outs are
likely; while school systems adapting to Puerto Ricans (in
addition to, or instead of demanding their adaptation to
mainstream ways) more often succeed in their purpose of
facilitating education.

2 7
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2. Researeh Questions and Procedtires

The general prOblern just reviewed poses many unanswered
questions, beginning with the fundamental need to know the
drop out and delayed schooling rates for cities with sizeable
Puerto Rican communities,' and to further specify the main
conditions under which these rates vary from highest to: N
loWest. Although seemingly easy to determine, the needed
rates were not generally available from the usual source
school enrollment records, since these do not separately
distinguish Puerto Rican students, except in New 'York City
and .Chicago. Data on school enrollment collected by the
U.S. Department of i-lealth, Education and Welfare, Office
of Civil Rights provide information fcr only the "Spanish
American"' category, which includes several groups in,
aciditidn to Puerto Ricans. For the basic metropolitari profile
it -was -therefO're'necessary to resort to special tabulations of
the 1970 C,ensus Public Use Sample tapes, which are dated
as a source offoontemPorary information, but which piovided
many of the variables required. This data source had the
additional advantage' of being the prindipal basis at piesent .

for legal arid administrative decisions_ regarding Puerto
Ricans in the school system.

DEFINITION OF DROP OUTAND DELAYED EDUCATION RATES
4

A special tApe for the Puerto Rican population extracted
by ,the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights from the County
Group Kiblic Use Sample, 1 in a- 100 file 'of household and
individual census records containing the universal and 15
percent questionnaire data items was used for the initial

a processing. This source provided the age, .schoOl enrollment
and attainMent of each respondent sampled and a metro-
politan area designationthe basic requirements for the. ,

;research design.
,

2 8:
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Drop Out Rates
9

Drop out rates- based on school enrollment fecords are
usually the percent not .'graduating from 'high school among
students reaching at least the ninth grade, regardless of age.
For this study measures sensitive to the age schedule for
school completion were preferred, as more precise and
easier to relate to the corrpsponding delay rates. In each of
the following age groups the' nUMerator was the number
of persdns not currently .enrolled who had not completed
the 12th grade, while the denominator varied, as indicated:

Among 13:15 years old: all person's except High School
graduates and those attaining or'
enrolled in higher levels

Among 16-18 years old: all persons except those attaining
or enrolled in College

Among 1'9-25 years old: ali persons

Delayed Education Rates

Both numerator and denominator varied in each age group,
as follows.

Among 13-15 years old: Persons Enroll d Below 7th Grade
Persons Enrolled in 1st to 12th

. Grade
,

Among 16718 years Old: Persians Enrolled Below 10th
Grade
Persons Enrolled in 1st Grade
through College

Among 19-25 years ole Persons Enrolled Below 12th
. Grade

Persons Enrolled in 1st Grade
through College

NOTE: All of the above rates were based on persons ever
attending school.

29 .
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THE SOCIAL FACTORS

Our research design for using census data -beyond the cal-
culation of' drop out and 'delayed\ schooling rates aimed
mainly at measuring social factors shOwing some antecedent-
consequent or action-influence-result 'significance for educa-
tional attainment.

-The variables considered in various combinations,and inore
,

specific definitions were:: 4'

, ?

Household ,Pareniat6eneration Puerto Rican
Community

number of persons education
per room attainment birth in Puerto

Rico
families with children
under age 18

family size

Emily incorne

families in
poverty

fem alAeaded
householdS

families with both
spouses present

number of earners
in the family
group

employment status

occupation

industry

number of children

,personal income

From "Qual-s
ityof Life,"
indicator.study
metropolitan
indices on:

Social
Participation

Health and
Education

per capita
income

population
size

population
growth rate

other Spanish
origin persons
in same city

SChool Sy§fé'm

Average Dollar
Expenditures per
S tudent
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For example, the percent of adult females in the labor force
who were employed in white-collar jobs Was obtained for
each city and related to the drop out and delayed schooling
rates.

In the following analysis we will first look at the student
population and the relation between delayed education and
incomplete schooling, and then examine the ,.role' of the
Puerto Rican community's development and 'power, the
parental generation's education, their social and economic
status and the school system, seeking to sift from among
these variables their relative impdrtance fOr the May and
drop out.. Finally, we will seek to find patterns of metrq-

olitan areas that combine, several trends clearly identified as
supi)orting high or low educational achievement. It must be
recalled throughout this report, however, that the units of
investigation are metropolitan .areasnot individualsand
that fegardless of method, researcli using census.data cannot
pretenh to examine 'such personal attributes'and attitudinal
aspects as school commitment and motivation.

WHICH CITIES, WHY AND HOW

Whether the Puerto Rican educational experience ha%been
the same Or different in the maim metropolitan areas haNing
siztable PuertO" Rican communities, Is not an easily answered
question. Commimity,groWth patterns among Puerto Ricans
have varied greatlyranging from longstanding settlements
as in Honolulu, Hawaii and Lorain," Ohioto places where
most Puerto Ricans have recently arrived from the Island.
Also, the continental Puerto 'Rican population has increased
rapidly since the end of World vt,ar II to more than 1.6
million people, more than a thousand times thb number first
recorded in the United States Census of 1910. The largest
increases due to Migration from Puerto Rico occurred during
the 191,0s when the Island populace was encouraged to leave
by' prevailing conditions and the exodus was favored by

31
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Commercial and political interests. Since 1960 the number
of Continental Puerto Ricans has doubled, but ihost of the in,
crease" has been- due to the'birtlt of Children toPuerto Rican
parents and, not, to rnigMtion from Puerto Rico, which has
lyrically decreased. This means that the population elitOle
r. scnoOling Ilas'increased most rapidly in recent years and

t at the IN_ert6';Rican population can no longer be character-
iz d a's a transitoty group of "outsiders." Today more, than
Etlit f continental Puerto Ricans are between ages 6 and
2' , generally considered the school age segment of a popula-
tion and those most in need of an education.

Ci ntinental Puerto .1icatls have mainly situated themselves
in I e metropolitan areas, and within these, in central citY
neigh orhoods tnat gradually acquire a high density of
PUerto :Rican habitation, creating a barrio or ethnic ctim-'
munityY Ninety-eight percent of the Puerto Ricans live in
urban a as (compared with 70 percent of the total U:S. .
populatio ) and more than half of all Puerto Ricans live
in barrios perhaps as high a's 80 percenX, if the census
category R "central City" residence iS taken es a criteribm
Ideally, man ,cfties, barrios and neighborhoods having size,
able Puerto Jicn populations should be studied -and within
each ciiy sae ted a research design resembling the national
project alight have been followed, using individual records to
further diaghose the local situation. This' was hot possible'
in 6ur research, however,' primarily because of a series of
technical problems severely limiting the availability of data .
from: the..census record's. Since the Public Use ''SamPle cdff-'
tains only one percent of the population, an area would re-
quire more than 5,000 Puerto Ricans to offer minimal con-
ditionsor some 50 cases7for valid and reliable results.
Secondly, the data within metropolitan areas were found tp
be so limited and subject to the data suppressionSieffecteCI by
the Census Bureau to avoid possible identification, that no
local analysis was .Possible. Replicatiori of the national desigh,'

32
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for those metropolitan areas having sufficient cases (New
York, Chicago, Philadelphia) -went beyond .the project's re-,
source and time capabilities.

An initial list of urbun plac.eith a:puerto Rican popula-
lion of 5009 Or more neeons in 1060 and 1970. pOided
Paraiiieler fOr seyeting metropolitan areas. The..2a=wi'es',.,.
within the,', defined limits Were then lotated oh 'the' Censuk,
Bureau County Group MaP 'and metropolitan boundary lines
were compared with those employed by the Bureau in speci-
fying the county group unit of information. A, computer
program then sorted the cases into a series of datasets accord-
ing to cities and tabulations were effected by age and sex in
categories of years 0-4, 5-9, 10-14, 15-19, and 20-24. The
adult population was 'tabulated for "Head" .and "Wife"
household status and perons of all ages were distinguished
according tcY birth in the United States, or Puerto Rico. The
results, ware thea,. compared with published .census -reports,
in order to determine the extent of samPling eiror and detect
those instances in which valid tabulations could not be com-
pleted, for lack of sufficient cases.

As a result of the quality check, certain cities (Miami,
Washington, D.C. and Honcatdu) Were found to have too few
-cases in:the school ages, to provide a reliable base for tabula-
tion.6 In other instances where less seyere problems ke're
encountered, the social and economic characteristics of the
local Puerto Rican population Were examined to determine
how cities could be combined to form composite categories
having enough cases. Cities adjacent or regionally close to
one---:pother generally, had similar Puerto Rican communitie,
suggesting the following confbinations:

thicago, Illinois/Gary, Indiana/Racine and Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
Jersey City, Newark, Hoboken and adjacent Northwest
New Jersey areas
Paterson and Passaic, New Jersey

33,'
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c.)

Bridgeport, Hartford, New Haven, Connecticut
. Buffalo and Rochester, New YOrjc

Cleveland ang Lorain, Ohio '(coMbined on adjacency basis
.only, with Lorain niaking Up a rhinor portion).

Metropolitan areas remaining- alone were: New York City;
Philadelphia, PeAnsylvania; Los Angeles and San Francisco

. California; and ,Bo6toti Massachusetts. Eachxd these eleven
,

categdries were ietested for sam:plihg trrpr and: found to have
suffiyent cases and adequate distributions for detailed tat:yet-.

AtMidi' analysis. The eleven metropolitan communities
represdnte in this study encompass eighty-six percent Of the
total continental Puerto Rican population.

As a final note on methods, we must point out that the
census data for each area were used without a corrective
fac:tor forsuch problems as the, under enumeration of Puerto
Ricans in the census and passible errors in the recording of

information: Thisdoes .not mean that these prOblems dia ,not
affect the statistics produced, but rather that no valid and
reliable way of adjusting the raw data could be devised. In
the absence of accurate information independent of the
censusespecially for such units as inetropolitan areasany
adjustment scheme can be only arbitrary and likely to pro-
duce even further error.

3 4
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3. General Research Findings

;.

DROP OUT AND'DELAXED EDUCATION MEASURES

Almost all Puerto Ricans age 13 to 15 were enrolled in
school, contrary to the .early drop out argument that, for
some, enrollment end's- before 'the compulsory school attend-
áncc limit (i4-15 years). Only in the Conhecticut metro-
politan' areas was nonenrollment at this age level above five

percent:of the children equmerated in the 1970 census.
'AlthoUgh no further attention iVas given to the early drop
outs; for planning purposes it is, important' to, know that hp
to age 16 Puerto Ricani are as "Present" at school as the rest
of the population. .

The figures on delayed education in The 13 to 15 age group
make it clear, however, that the grade level attended is often
different and lower than the rest of the population (see foot-
note 8 for some comparisons). In Boston, Patterson, Passaic
and the Connectièut metropolitan 'areas (typically places
where the Puerto Rican community was in a growth and
formation stage in 1970) at least one child in every four was
a year or more behind the usual completion schedule:Other
cities had at least a ten percent delay rate at this age level
except New York, where school policy favors on time com-
pletion up to the age limit..for compulsory attendanceand
San Francisco, where the dElay rate was zero or no Puerto
Rican child enrolled in a grade lowAthan expected.

Analysis to'be explained later showed that delayed educa-
tion in the' 13. to 15 agegroup was a key factor in the drop
out at older ages. The high school drop out rates in Table 1
distinguish between nonenrollment at ages 16 to 18 and at
ages 19 .to 24, *the usual high school and college completion
slages. According to definitions.previously Oven, these rates
Will likely differ from drop out rates calculated without refer-
ence to ages, from high school records. All things considered,
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any comparison using local figures should be with the drop
Out rate at ages 19 to 24, which summarizes the accumulated
effects of not finishing high school for the age segment just
beyond the usual high school completion stage and shows
the percent not directly eligible for college 'enrollment.'

TABLE .1. EDUCATIONAL MEASURES FOR SCHOOL-
AGE AND ADULT PUERTO RICAN POPULATION Y''

SE LECTED. ME-TROPOLITAN AREA8!..U.NiTED STATgS,
1970

.
- ..

al

... ..t i

e

_. .-..

111
§

:.4.

L..

3 SOURCE'

AMONG PUERTO RICANS
EVER ENROLLED: .

Percent Drop Out for
Ages 16-18 80 33 28 27 37 22 21 )4 36 31 00 (a)

19-24 65 44 71 52 70 26 54 58 53 77 09

AMONG PUERTO RICANS
CURRENTLY ENROLLED:

Percent Delayed for
Ages 13-15 33 14 12 14 24 10 08 13 30 21 00

16-18 00 00 18 00 17 14 20 14 33 08 00 (a)
19-24 00 25 60 00 00 33 53 89 67 .33 20

Sources of Data in Tables 1-3: US. Bureau of the Census,
(a) Public Use Sarnpk, Census of Population and Housing: 1970, IS Percent/County Group/1:100

File.'
. .

(b). Census of Population: 1970; Subject Reports Fin'al Repdrt PC(2)-1E Puerto Ricans in the
United States.

.(c) PC(')-1C Pprsons of Spanish Origin in theynited States. .

(d) Census of Population: 1960...Subject Reports. Puerto Ricans in the United States. Final Report
PC(2)-1121.

(e) Statdtkal Abstract of the United States. 1971.
Annotation 00 sigiulks less than one percat; at least one census recoid was found in each of.ihese
CM!.

In theory, high,school drop out rates for persons 16 to 18
years.old should approximate rates for those.age 19 to 24,
since under usual conditions bothzroups could be assumed
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..to have reached a. grade level at whick high school graduation
is possible. The wide gaps evident for Puerto Ricans in each
city point to the Tact that a significant delay factor was op-
erative, placing the. full impact of the high school drop out
at ages 19 to 2t4--beyond the usualhigh school completion
stage and when other persons enrolled are typically pursuing
a university education. In Chicago, for example, 28 percent
of Puerto Ricans age 16 to 18 were.not enrolled and had not
graduated from high school; but this did not mean that the

4' other 72 percent would graduate before their 19th birthday.
On the contrary,.many, would continue enrolled and even-
tually drop out, making up the large proportion of young
adults not enrolled nor high school graduates, .71 percent

among those 19 to 24 years old.
Boston was the only city in which the age 19 to 24 drop

out rate was lower than the corresponding *age -16 to 18
figure. An apparent contradiction, this situation may be ex-
plained by the yarticular features of the Puerto Rican com-
munity living there in 1970, which ineluded many very poor
families with teenage children., a lesser number of families
with young adults and among these, some with moderate
incomes. In addition, the Puerto Rican population 19 to 24
years old included a fair number of college seudents from
Puerto Rico, attending the many institutes of higher learning
in this traditionally academic urban center. Here one finds
a striking contrast between one of the most disadvantaged
Puerto Rican communities in the United States and a smaller
but -well educated group of Puerto Ricansboth living in the
same metropolitan area. To a lesser extent the same duality
became apparent in other areas outside Boston, except in
Los Angeles and San Francisco, where the Puetto Rican
communities had a more homogeneous and less poverty-
affected situation.

The fact that injmOst cities More than half of Puerto Ri-
can youth never completed high school clearly cmonstrates

3 7.7i. ,
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little .progress when compared with the national pattern of
schOol attainment of these 25 to 44 yeais old; as previously
mentioned. about 7,5 percent had not .graduated from high
'school. This. means that .except in San Francisco and pos-
sibly Los Angeles, very few Puerto fticans were ewerging
from the schooling process qualified for the skilled; white-
collar, managerial and kofessional occupations having an
income., security and prestige potential above the routine
manual and service level typical of the parent generation.
Variations in drop out rates from city to city convey the
extent to which the new generation (and the Puerto Rican
community, iii.turn) will be limited in its human resource
possibilities.

A TyPOLOGY OF DROP OUT AND DELAY. TYPES

While the rest of this study seeks an ansWer to why these,
variations were found, an initial typology helps explain
the relation between, the drop out and delays in schooline

1.1n situationS where a significant proportion of Puerto
Ricans age 13 to 15 were delaied in their schooling,
the drop out rate between ages 16 to 18 was higher, in-
dicating that many were behind schedule and did not
continue beyond the usual high school enrollment age.
Boston, Patterson-Passaic, Philadelphia and the Con-
necticut metropolitan areag exertiplify this drop out
type, which can be likened to a life expectancy model
in which few survive to an 'age when such an event as
college enrollment generally takes place.

2.1n some instances a moderate delay rate at ages 13 to'
15 signified that most children follOwed the usual sched-
ule up to the high school stage and then encountered
delays and eventual drop out, not quite at the same
level as in the type just described. Newark', Jersey City,
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and "New York were in this situation, while Chicago had an
intermediate condition between. types 1 and 2,

3 Cleveland and Buffalo-Rochester suggest a somewhat dif-
ferent pattern, in whia Puerto Ricans had problems simi-

lar to -type 1 at the elementary level but those who sur-
vived delays and drop out until age 16 did not seem likely

to have additional delays ahead and would graduate from
high school in larger proportions than in type 2.

4. A large gap was apparent between these three types and

the favorable situation-exhibited -by the West Coast cities.
,ven so, e data for Los Angeles bear traces of the pre-

us 't .pes, in that 10 percent of Puerto Ricans age 13 to
15 at least one year behind schedule, and among'
those age 16 to 18 there was a 22 percent drop out rate
and a 14 percent delay rateall likely backgound factors
for an eventual drop out rate of more than a quarte? of
Puerto Rican young adults.

A PATH MODEL OF EDUCATIONAL ATTAINWNT

The influence pattern implied by this typology is sum-
marized in the model portrayed in Figure 1, which assumes
that delays at ages 13 to 15 precede delay and drop out
probleMs at ages 16 to 18 as causes of the eventual drop out
and further delays among young adults. Although the meas-
ures at each age level are separately calculated and refer to
different p.eople, they can be linked in a correlation matrix
using the eleven metropolitan areas as unit§ of analysis, with
each eit'Y's set of delay and drop out scores representing
what would be a sequence in actuality. By further calcula-
ting correlations while controlling for the influence(s) of
previous or cause variables, the net effect of one factor on
another can be obtained, and the general "flt" of the model's
direction and interaction can be tested by using estimating
eqUations in path analysis.
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FIGURE I. PA HI DIAGRAM OF INFLUENCE FAC I ORS OF A
SOCIAL AND I.CONOMIC NA FURE EXPLAINING
DELAYED SCIR?OLING A I A(.,U:S 13 I() 15, WIRT()
RICANS, 1970

A

Delayed
Schooling

at Ages
13 to 15

Drop Out
at Ages

16 to 18
168

7,7

0

Delayed
Schooling

at Ages
16 to 18

.7,13

Drop Ou t
at Aget .

19 to 24

Delayed
Schooling
at Ages
19 to 24

Nuriibers represent path corrqlation coefficients meaSuring_
net effect between variables. Original unstandardized Pearson
correlation coefficients. were: A. C -.512/ A, D., -.442/ A, E;
.160/ A, F.705/ E, D -.083/ E, -.320.
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- Correlation cbefficients range Upward from zero, or no re-
. lation between variables, to .999 or a complete match, one
variable increasing or decreasing exactly in step with the
other. The strongest relation among the variables in our
model was .852 between delayed schooling from ages 13
to 15 "and the drop out rate at ages 16 to 18, clearly indi-
cating that the higher the delay, the higher the drop out. A
strong relation was also found between the early delay and
the eventual drop out (ages 19 to 24) both as a direct influ-
ence and indirectly as part of the drop out rate at the usual
high school age level (ages 16 to 18). The strength of the
primary influence (A, B or early delay with drop out, l 6 to
18) was enhanced when standardization reduced the other
zero-order correlations mentioned. This shows that students
encountering delays in elementary or junior high school are
likely .to have a high rate of eventual drop out regardless of
whether they continue enrolled through age 18, and that a
major negative factor in the Puerto Rican educational ex-
perience takes place before the usual, high school stage.
This Portion of the model helps explain the mechpisms
operative in type 1 ,situation previously described, wNlich had
the highest percentage of delayed schooling at ages 13 to 15
,and the highest drop out from age 16 to 18.

Although thegirong influence of early delay and problems
at the elementary level were demonstrated to be at the root
of the eventual drop put, their relation to delays and prob-
lems at older ages was weak or negative. An apparent contra-
diction, this result is understandable when considering that
students proceeding on time up to the usual secondaiy school
age level can and do experience delays and problems at that ,
level, as indicated by type 2, previously described. Our model
shows that, even when most students are enrolled in grades
corresponding to their age through the compulsory attend-
ance limit, significant disparities still take place. While in
this instance delays at the secondary level contribute to thee
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eventual drop out, a still stronger effect is a further delay
pattern in late adolescence and young childhood. As a conse-
quence, graduating from high school (and from college, in
turn) becomes a more prolonged experienc than usual; for
many students this means a disjointed, rep titious or inter-
rupted educational experience, hardly condUcive to eventua0''
success. As in the first pattern, standardization served to
strengthen .the principal correlation linkage -(D, E or delay at
ages 16 to 18 with delay at ages 19 to 24), which further
shows a separite causal mechanism, especially when the
negative relation between early and eventual delay is con-
sidered.

While two patterns could be distinguished in the model,
their close intprelation'became evident not only in terms of
having az_colnmon roOt in early delay, but ,when the path
,coefficients were adjusted for other influence§ a Perfect f
was obtained for the entire model with the original or zer
order correlations. This meant' that the theoretical arran
ment of variables was confirmed and that the root influen
(siariable A in Figure 1 or delayed schooling at ages 13 to 15
could be used as a single measure of the educational problems
to be analyzed from a social and economic viewpoint. By
thus reducing the variable,to be explained, greater latitude ,

'was .obtained for a coinplex explanatory model of the-type
just described. The accurate fit also evoked confidence in
the applicability of the regression method to the data used in
this study, which include thousands of persons, but for
statistical purposesmake up only eleven aggregate cases, a
small number for ordinary correlation analysis.

One could argue against using path analysis here beCause
it is typically applied to define coordinated relations based
on the clustering of many individuals in large populations.
A small number of cases might yield distorted picture if a
few, *ere out of line with the, rest. Accordingly, each variable
pair was closely examined and ito unusual patterns were
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found. For further assurance we apPlied a "shrinkage"
adjustment devised for detecting exaggerated multiple cOr-
relation results based on small populations.9 Another objec-
tion went in the opposite direction; namely, that path anal-
ysis was unnecessary because the interrelations were obvious
from Table I. Since path analysis provides a significance test
for relations visually apparent or conjectured in such in-
stances,. it seems amply justified. Its prinCipal advantage is
precisely the clarifying capability Of a diagram summarizing
a complex influence network and the discovery of patterns
not readily apparent or weak in tabular presentation.

From a less technical angle, the significance of the model
tested can be summarized, as describing mathematically the
collective edutational experience of Puerto Ricans following
alternate paths fo what is basically a failure pr, at best, a
Problematic condition, involving eventually dropping out or
obtaining,:aphigh school degree only at considerable personal
cost. In-tme or another way the maze analyzed here encom-
passes at least the sixty percent wtho eventually do not coni-
plete high school and perhaps an additional twenty-five
percent who graduate later than usual in the prevailing career
schedule. The debilitating nature of both outcomes for the
Puerto Rican collectivity implies that either drastic improve-
ments are made in their schooling or the likely consequence
will be a generation of poorly educated Persons.
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4. Social and Economic Factors.

Facediwith such a discouraging picture, attention must be
drawn to conditions that help explain the situation and might
therefore suggest ways in which it could be altered, aside
from the obvious solutions of matching grades with age and
encouraging continuity and success in the school system.
Answers to the fundamental question -of the Puerto Rican
community's role in. school problems were sought by dis-
tinguishing elements possibly having a direct influence on
students, such 'as their parents' education, from aggregate
features exemplified by povertywhich reflect the sdcial
conditions of Puerto Ricans within the larger structure of
behavioral relations defining the collectivity as a disadvan-
taged minority. In so doingit, was assumed that in so far as
the characteristics- of the Puerto Rican community did not
fully explain the educational situation, the unexplained
variation could be attributed to mainly external factors
such as the school system, the political mechanisms setting
educational policy and the impact of the Majority popula-
tion itself. The relative influence of these factors could be
defined only vaguely in this study, requiring further atten-
tion in future research.

A CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN FACTORS
,

Our strategy for the initial task" of identifying the Mdi-
cators that would most Jeliably portray the Puerto Rican
community's influence was to devise as many measures as
reasonably extracted from published census reports, and
evaluate them in correfation matrices and in regyession
equations aimed at examining their relation with each other
and the variable to be explained. The ultimate purpose was to
reduce redundancy and unrelatedness to the extent of ob-
taining a small number of genuinely explanatory variables.

4 4
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Variables correlated with the "dependent" or root variable
in the delay/drop out model were also tabulated wish the
other elements of the model, to avoid missing a weak but still
important relation. As a by-product of this process: the fol-
lowing variables were discarded ai either unrelated to the
school problem or havineless. explanatory power than simi-
lar indicators to be later discussed:*

1. Among Puerto Rican adults:

median school years.attained by the generation,starting
school in the 1910s;und,the same for the 1920s
percent unemployed, separate for males, females.
percent not in the labor force, separate for males,
females.
personal income.
average- number of children ever born by women ever
married.

2. Among employed Puertóllican 'adults:
percent in manufacturing industries, separate for males
and females
percent operatives
percent in clerical and sales work, female
pegent in service work, separate for males and .females

S. Among Pnerto Rican households
average number of persons per household, and average
family size, separate for poverty and nonpoverty house-
holds.
average number of earners in a family.
percent headed by women with children under age 18.
percent having children under age 18, separate for pov-
erty and nonpoverty households.

*As used here "average" refers to the mean number.
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ratio of households headed by person born .in Puerto
Rico to those headed by a Puerto Rican born in the
United States.
perceni of families with both spouses present.

As can be gathered from the list, a first impression is that
factors often considered crucial to the success or failure of
minOrity students are here said to not exp1in the Puerto
Rican educational picture. This was partly true where labor
force participation, employment status,..routine manual
work, household and family size were measbred. In the other
cases a more precise indicator or one more closely related to
the delay and drop out rates was chosen. It is worth noting,
however, that certain aspects of Puerto Rican lifethe stereo-
typed "crowding" in households; jobless or idle parents and
differences between factory and service workwere not
statistically relevant to the schOol situation.

Metropolitan area indicators devised by the Midwest
Research Institute were similarly examined, with a view to
include some measure of variation in the quality of education
and openness to minority concerns." But clear and consis-
tent results ,were not obtained, possibly because,one of the
pertinent indices compounded health with education meas-
ures and the latter were defined mainly, by adult attainment,
instead of school system variables. In contrast, a component
factor, per capita local government expenditures on educa-
tion, yielded more applicable measures and was retained.
The social 1:rticipation index; composed of 51 variables,
also proved unrelated to the variables to be explained and,
most of the potentially explanatory measures. Some of the
conditions included produced meaningful results when cal-
culated for. the Puerto Rican popUlation only, and an alterna-
tive to the quality factors based on Spanish origin persons
instead of blacks and males/females also provided a key
explanatory indicator.

4t.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Items founck to have some explanatory value are presented
in Tables 2 and 3, beginning with three measures of educa-
tional attainment among Puerto Rican adultk. As will be ob-
served, metropolitan areas with type 1 school problems did
not have the lowest parent educational attainment, This may
be explained by the fwo-tier social composition of the Puerto
Rican cOmmunity previously mentioned, exemplified by New
Haven, a city having both very poor and well educated Puerto
-Ricans. The 'veak negative correlations generally observed
between parent's education and the delay and drop Out
rates are therefore attributable largely to the unusually higli
level of adult school attainment in Los Angeles and San
Francisco, cities where school problems were least visible.

Here one could argue- that if the two tiers were separately
considered, a closer fit would preotlil between parents',
ed9Vational attainment and school delays and drop outs.
Winle/this might indeed eventuate, the indicators wOuld no
longer represent Puerto Rican -urban communities, but
rather social classes within these communities. One of the
main purposes of the research ran contrary to this kind of
fragmentation; to adequately characterixe a Puerto Rican
group in a given metropolitan area, its relative strengths and
its disadvantages must be considered as a connected reality.
Again, our units of analysis are the Puerto Rican people
grouped together in eleven metropolitan categoTies, not
individuals nor subgroups within urban areas.

The two-tier pattern became apparent once more among
indicators relative to occupation, principally those measur-
ing Puerto Rican involvement in professional and other types
of white collar work. In this instance a weak negative relation
was found with school problems, despite the odd situation in
Boston, where high delay and drop out rates accompanied
rates of professional work among Puerto Ricans. By removing
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TABLE 2. OCCUPATION, IND-USTRY AND INCOME
MEASURES FOR THE PUERTO RICAN POPULATION

BY SELECTED METROPOLITAN AREAS:
UNITED STATES, 1970

SMSA'S

ei

07

2 Z

1
1'. .

SOURCE

AMONG PUERTO RICAN
.

ADULTS

Median School Yon.
/Mantled 111 formation
Starting School an
1930s 75 5 9 6.9 70 7 0 I0 r 78 9.1 X 10 0 (al

AMONG PUERTO RICANS
AGE '5 AND OLDE R

Percent lltgh School
Graduates 22.5 15 3 14.7 14$ 192 40.3 20 9 18 0 25.3 20.0 32.2 (4)

Medtan Nurntor of
School Years i
Completed 8 I 7 8 II I 8 I 2 10.8 8 6 8.2 No 9 7 (II)

AMONG PUERTO RICANS
EMPLOYED.
ACCORDING TO'

Occt_tri
Proent Noles000d
15 Adnunistra0ve 11 4 8 1 46 15 6 4 10 4 114 .( 15 7 9 7 4 10.6 14)

Percent Saks and

Ckocal I male" only) 10 6 II 99 60 16.6 14.7 III 6 9 3 9.1 9 0 )113.5 00

Induory .

Peoeni sn ProfeloA40
Services 11.5 WAIF 49 78 99 130 124 ' 48 60 04 143 (hi

-, Percent tn Whokole .4011.
and Rool Da* , 21 7 11 2 1 Q. 5 11 0 174 19.X 150/ 13.4 17.0 16.6 (h)

AMONG PUERTO RICANS
RECEIVING INCOME

Meth. kanuly I030r9e; Dollars 441511 7(894 7021 8084 4771 7976 -5675 6040 6036 6182 9171 (6)

Percent of Males . .

ks,srong $ lox() .

. mous 61 7 0 5 1 85 62 13.4 5 5 5 8 9,3 4.8 18 2 (b)

Percent. Fanlike.
Receng 510.000
. More

to Capital Intim, Dollars

14 1 25 ') 250 110 229 117 Itt 5 21 -, 2144 71.5 44.5 lb/

Both Seam All Ages( 1524 1690 1780 1874 1747 1615 1751 1744 2104 1588 1066 00
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Boston the relation would be. strengthened considerably,
since other type 1 communities had relatively few 'white
collar workers, whereas Los Angeles and San Francisco,
with low delay and drdp out rates, scored high in profes-
sional, managerial, clerial and sales workers. But this would
resemble the internal fragmentation of Puerto Rican com-
munities 'to suit preconceived theoretical notions and was
therefore not an avenue followed. .

The negative white collar/school problem relation none-
theless became evident when the income received by Puerto
Ricans was considered, which proved .to be the first gen-
uinely clear relation with delay and drop out rates. Even in
this instance, however, a very close match was not obtained.
tleveland-Lorain, for ,example, had a somewhat higher in-
come situation than wonld be expected on the basis of a re-
gression on delay and drop out rates, and the New York
City Puerto Rican community was lower in incoine than the
same type of analysis would suggest. These cases illustrate
how individual communities can vary significantly from
national social and economic patterns, making diffidult the
formulation of a consistent explanation for educational
problems. They also point to the'importance of other deter-
mining factorssuch as family income as influenced by
family .sizf and the number of earners in a family, all of
which were closely related.

The depressed incOnte situation among Puerto Ricans in
New York City, joined to a much higher cost of living than
in most United States metropolitan areas prompted us to
give special attention to the relation between income and
school delays and drop outs. Additional tabulations were
effected, adjusting each community's scores by a weighting
factor proportional to its size in the national Puerto Rican
population. Although approximately 71 percent of all
Puerto Ricans considered in this study lived in New York
City, this did not appreciably affect the nature of the

4 9
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correlations obtained. Secondly, no significant correlation
ves found between a metropolitan area's consumer price
.inak (relative to the entire population) and tlid delay or
drop out rates for Puerto. Rican teenagers and young adults._

COMMUNITY INDICATORS

In contrast, the same line of reasoning yielded meaningful
resqlts for the first three indicators presented in Table 3. A
negative correlation df .574 was founcLpetween the percapita
'expenditure pir student in .the public school system of the
eleven metropolitan categories, and delayed education at
ages 13 to 15. Between the Same set of figures and the even-
tual drop out (ages 19 to 24) an even higher coefficient
(.693) was founil. This seemed to indicate that school
problems were not simply a matter of how much financial
resources or buying power existed in a Puerto Rican com-
munity, but also hOw much the school system invested in
local educational programs.

Admittedly, there are several important limitations in the
type of comparison just made: some of the metropolitan
categories contained more than one city #nd school system;
the amount spent on Puerto Rican stubents might differ
from the percapita expenditure for all students, and school
system budgets vary widely in terms of allocations for the
type of instruction or school organization that might make a
difference for delays and drop outs among Puerto Ricans.
The only adjustment 'found possible for these limitations
was to calculate an average percapita expenditure figure for
the cities that were combined in categories, weighted for
their proportional population size. The strength of the cor-
relations found was considered sufficient to warrant a tenta-
tive acceptance of adjusted figures, leaving the rnattier. open
'to further refinement in Nture research ,. as more :accurate
measurements of the school systems' role becomes possible.
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ABLE 3. COMMUNITY INDICATORS FOR THE
METROPOLITAN AREAS SELECTED, IVO

SMSA'S

1

,
r,, . , .

1 e -
-..... A, a SOURCE

FOR ENT1R.E CITY

POPULATION: .

Edudatsunal ExPenditurer
Per Student v

lin dollars) 988 1.213 913 . 93 lpts 1070 4101. 9110 965 60 1,244 01

IN EACH METROPOLITAN
AREA. On thousands?

Number of Puerto liscans II 3 II 0 07 2 14.1 hi 5 11 8. 852.1 704 23.8 41.1 10.1 th?

Number of Ovher Spantsh
Orton Persons 14 9 15.5 217 0 17 b 28 g 1019 7 437.0 100.1 291 360 221.2 0:1

PERCENT OF TOTAL ow .

POPULATION
REPRESENTED AY

Puerto Ricans r 0 4 1/.5 1 2 0 6 1 5 0.3 if 5 2 8 1 If 0 9 0.1 Hst-

Other Spanish 0 9 0 7 F 1 4 0 8 I I I 14 6 4 4 4.0 1.2. 07 7 I lc)

AMONG PUERTO RICANS

Ten Yeas Population
.8.7Growth Rate I 665 52 121 78 15.2 5.7 1 5 15 7 17 6 13.9 fb4941/

Percent born In P',
Puerto Rico 75 5 515 9 , u0 8 53.1 70 4 50 0 550 62.5 5 1 599 7.8 fb)

b 4
AMONG PUERTO RICAN
FAMILIES

a
Percent In Poverty 40 0 24 4 23.4 15 1 16 I 14 8 197 16.5 20.7 .11 0 12.9 (171

Percent with Children

under Age 18 4) 8 16 0. 1531 16.7 50 4 24.2 38.7 110 12 4 19 1 11 4 it, )

Percent setth Wonsan

as Only Parent 28 0 14 0 16 4 9 9 20.8 ion 18.3 21.6 17 15 10 2 129 lbs

rates for Rovherter only. Buffalo data not repotted
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The school expenditure finding and the equality compo-
nents of the social participation indicator previously men-
tioned suggested looking into measures of the Puerto Rican
communities' relative power to influence the appropriation
and use of funds that might help solve educational problems.
For lack of more refined indicators, the total number of
.Puerto Ricans in each metropolitan category and tteir per-
cent as ,part of the local population was examined.11Our as-
sumption centered on the importance for public policy of
having a "critical mass" of Puerto Ricans in a cityoften said
to be necessary before the community can hope to obtain
some degree of participation in what happens, especially in
the school system. In other words, until Puerto Ricans be-
come clearly visible and present in sufficient numbers to
persuade school officials that something "must be done"
about the high drop out rates and other problems, solutions
are not likely to be discussed. Certainly the main thrust of
recent legislation relative to appropriations of public funds
has served to streng&n the connection between popula-
tion size and policy participation, in many cases as an ex-
plicit formula equating power to numerical representation.

Since Puerto, Rican communities outside New York City
were relatively uniform in the smallness of their population
size and made up a minor percent of the local populace, no
initial- relation was found with delay and drop out Tates.
But when other Spanish origin people were added, the na-
tional picture as umed a somewhat different perspective.
Based on popula ion totals, moderately negative correla-
tions emerged wit each of the elements of the delay/drop
out model, indic fing that with greater numerical strength
went a de m school problems. The negative correlation
was considerably strengthened when the percentage of Span-
ish origin peTsons in the total population re4ced population
totals. Iri this instance, type 1 communitiesthose having
the most acute delay and drop out situationtypically had
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proportionately niinor Spanish origin populations, whereas
Los Angeles and San Francisca, both witli favorable school
'rates, had sizeable Spanish origin populations. Implied maybe
that numerical strength in a metropolitan area depends more
on proportional representation than on the total minority
population count. lf, for example, only half of New York
City's Puei-to Rican community lived, in another city,having
a million inhabitants, it would be a majority and Probably
have a very different power condition)

Against our perspective it can be argued that Puerto Ricans
make up a relatively small part,of the Spanish origin popula-
tion; in os Angeles and San Francisco, which (alortg with
type I Cities at the other extreme) uphold the negative cor-
relation with droP out and delay rates for Puerto Ricans
only. Being a smaller component of a city's Sp'anish origin -
population than other, groLips no less typifies Puerto Rican
communities than situations in which Puerto Ricanetpredom-
inate. In fact, this constitutes a fairly wide-spread, condition
in places like Miami, Dallas, Detroit and Washington, D.C.,
and poses a different but important condition for an emerg-
ing national minority. Moreover, the repetithe nature of the
struggle for improvement in. school systems, the general-
izing influence of federal leOsIation_and the resemblance in
educational problems among Spanish origin groups all point
to a basically lowlIpower condition, regardless of which group
predominates, an to the salience of unity. Our Comparisons
are among metro olitan categories that each summarize a
Puerto Rican com unhy's educational experience, whether
this occur; in a sett of Hispanic origin such as California,
or one of hostility and succession among European immi-
grant groups, as in the Northeastern cities in the United
States. Lastly, the ultimate application of these measures
as explanatory variables (to be later explained) gave equal
importance to Puerto Rican and other Spanish origin popula-
tion totals and proportional representation.
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Our results pose an intriguing set of considerations ranging
from the purely technical to issues crucial to whatever basic
options Puerto Ricans may have in the American social
systemincluding the desirability of coalition politics with
such groups as the Mexican Americans, and a policy favoring
concentration or dispersal as strategies having a certain power-
generating value. National migration trends 'do not offer a
clear answer to certaid related questions, since relatively
small communities have grown most rapidly in recent years,
but large Puerto Rican gggregates (mainly, New York City)
have reversed the declines apparent in the 1960s, when ex-

. tensive dispersal seemed likely. Whereas newer communities
of which Boston and the Connecticut metropolitan areas
are typicalhave grown largely as a,result of direct migration
from Puerto Rico and an outward movement from New,,Vork
City, longer-standing .communities such as New York itself,
Philadelphia, Chicago and the West Coast have maintained or
expanded their relative size by reproduction as well as con-
tinued migration.

As a result, the newer communities tend to have a much
larger percent of Puerto Ricans born in Puerto Rico. This
indicator (see Table 3) ranged'eupward from 37.8 percent in.
San Francisco to 75.8 percent in Boston, yielding a mod-
erately positive correlation with the delay and_ drop out
rates, an important change from the uniformly negatke
relations up to now examined. The 1960-1970 population
growth rate in each metropolitan category provided a parallel
set of figures, suggesting that recent uprooting and cultural
continuity from Puerto Rico are additional explanatory fac-
tors in delayed schooling and school attrition.

The final set of variables clustered about measures of
poverty or income inadequacy, as defined by the U.S. Census
Bureau on the basis of a scale relating family size to total
payments received by family members. For social research
purpoSes, the percent of families classified as in poverty has

5 I
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a, special meaning where minority people are cOncerned. In
many ways this figure summarizes the complex web of ex-
ploitation, neglect and alienation that characterizes the
people most victimized by the internal colonial system
persons caught in a trap of despair combining no political
power, social stigma and financial destitution. Accorclingly,
poverty is not a condition over which minority groups
have ample control; much to the contrary, it symbolizes
relegation to the last places in the proverbial opportunity
queue of a highly competitive order.

Perhaps the most tragic aspect of this study is a/triangular
relation among the percent of families in poverty, the per-
cent with children under age 18, and the percent with a
woman as the only parent. This serves to clarify why the
segments of a Puerto Rican community that are in most
need of financial and other resources tend to be those least
likely to have a realistic chance to obtain them: families
struggling to raise children, and women faced with double
discrimination in fulfilling primary family responsibilities.
These interrelated variables are those previously mentioned
as developed for the Puerto Rican community along the
same lines as the individual equality and general liying con-
dition components of the metropolitan quality of life indices.
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S. An Explanatory Model

COMPOUND INDICES FOR A MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

From a theoretical perspectige, the poverty variables just
reviewed qualify clearly as a root or fundamentally explana-
tory factor (similar to delayed schooling at ages 13 to 15 in
the first model) proyiding the basis of an interactive model Of
social and economic influences. Fof this purpose, a com-
pound index was devised which incorporated recent popula-
tion growth and migration in the poverty measure for each
metropolitan category, variables found to be closely related
with the cluster of poverty measures: the proportion among
families represented by tkose with income inadequacy, those
with children under age 18 and those with a woman as the
only paren t.

,

A similar .procedure was followed yith the other, principal
factors reViewed parents' educaçjorioccupation and income;
school system expenditures per student, and the numerical
strength of the Spanish origin communityin order to reduce
the number of explanatory factors to a manageable set of
Thultivariate measures, and produce variables less likely to
distort the general picture because of extreme or exaggerated
values. In each case,, the following format was used: for each
variable entering into a compound indei, the numbers (per-
cent, mean, median) were,ranked on. an ordinal scale from
one to eleven, with each metropolitan category receiving a
score corresponding to its relative position among the others.
Next, each community's scores were totaled, and the total
was divided by the highest possible score, whidh yielded a
percentage indicating how close or far a given community
was in relation to a compound variable's maximum value.

To illustrate, the first compound index presented in Table
4, parents' educational attainment, was comPosed of the
three variables relative to this item in Table 2: median school
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TABLE 4. COMPOUND INDICES USED IN
MULTIVARIATt ANALYSIS

SMSA'S

.
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INDICES
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1
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14

1
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re

1.T,
47.

Arc '

Patente Educational
. 4' ,

Anainniont ." 48.5 15.2 .18.2 24.2 42.4 100.0 66.7 48.5 60.6 48.5 90.9

Patents Soda..
Economic Status 48.9 50.0 '40.9 48.9 48.9 88.6 59.1 56.4 55.7 35.2 89.8

Educational Expendi-
tures Per Student. Dollar.

Numerical Strength of

,

988 , 1223 913 953 1018 1070 1191 980 965 960 12V..,

Sluttish Origin Persons ., 318 22.7 73.3 34.1 45.4 616 93.2 77.3 ii .1 50.0 45.4

Community Poverty
and Degree of Recent
Migration 96.4 30.9 49.1 , 5.it 70.9 27.3 60.0 76.4 61.8 70.9 25.4

years attained -in the geneltion starting school in the 1930s;
percent high school graduates, and median number of school
years completed among Piierto Rican adults age 25 and older.
In this case th e. highest possible score of 33 was acutally
.fopnd in Los Angeles, where the Puerto Rican community
had the highest number in each variable and therefore a 100.0
compound index. San Francisco (with 90.9) was closest to
Los Angeles arid Buffalo-Rochester (with 15.2) was furthest
away.

The other compound indices were composed as follows:

7 Parents' Socio-Economic Status: balance Of occupa-
tional, industrial and income variables listed in Table 2.
Educational EXpenditures per Student: per capra,
school system investment in dollars, not ranked.
Numerical Strength. of Spanish Origin PersOns: the
number and percent of Puerto Ricans, and (separately)
of other Spanish origin persons in a metropolitan
category.
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Community Poverty and Degree of Recent Migration:,
balance of variables listed in Table 3.

The resulting numbers were then included in a correlation,
matrix with the variable to be explained, delaying schooling

at ages 13 to 15'.
This resulted. in an exceptionally close relation (r = .705)

between the compound community poverty/recent migra-
tion index and delayed schooling, showing that as one
increased, so too did the other. The other explanatory
variables-7all_negatively related to the delayed schooling
had lower, but still persuasive coefficientS: parents' educa-
tion (-.292), parents' screial and economic status (-.561),

4-' school expenditures (-.574) and numerical strength (-.320).
While each case could be separately discussed, a more syn-_
thetic way of interpreting the results beCade possible by
using path analy'sis.

A PATH MODEL OF EXPLANATORY FACTORS FOR DELAYED
SCHOOLING

Oa theoretical arrangement of variables, depicted in
Figure 2, converts parents' education and socio-economic
status into factors intervening between the compound
poverty/recent migration index and delayed schooling. It
further assumes that the generally exploitative and discrim-
inatory conditions accounting 'for poverty find further ex-
pression in a relatively low investment per student in the
school system; whereas stable, constructive relations between
Puerto Ricans and the majority would be accompanied by a
greater expenditure per student, having a beneficial effect
on the drop out problem, in turn. Lastly, in our opinion no
link is clearly discernible between poverty/recent migration.
and numerical strength, for while one might expect these to
be negatively related, they refer to different social processes
in the internal colonial systemone being the mechanisms
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keeping the poor poor, and the other symbolizing an op-
pressed communky's strategy for limited particingion in
determining the vr7ay., things happen to its membership.
The latter also combines the influence coming from the
Puerto Rican community with numerical strength from other
sources: namely, the Spanish origin persons who live in 'the
same cities.

The standardized regression coefficients demonstrated, as
expected, an indirect influence `on delayed schooling, from
poverty/recent migration; through the parents' educational
and socio-econOmic4s6tus (which were so closely interrelated
themselves as to constitute a single path), and also. through
the school system's average expenditure per student. The
direct influence was therefore reduced from .705 to .532,
still the strongest explanatory factor in the model. This
means that while a primary influence on theltelay and drop
out rates came from the disadvantaged position of Puerto
Ricans in the American social system, the connection was
even further strengthened if the students' parents them-
selves had a limited school background and a manual work/
limited income situa/ion. Since relatively low investments
in the educational pfbcess had a similar impact, the most un-
favp&able circumstance would be -a recently mi4rant com-
minity with a fair degyee of poverty, few well educated
parents working in white-collar jobs, located in a city having
below average filiglic4ng for its school system.

The standardized' explanatory {bower of the numerical
strength variable was almost as great as the direct influence
of poverty/recent Migration. But this was a negative relation;
in other words, as the numerical (and presumably effective)
representation of Puerto Ricans and other Spanish ongin
gropps was maximized, the delay -and drop out,rates were
significantly reduced or nonexistent. The extreMe examples
of the poverty/recent migration paths (New England) and the
more favorable situation in West Coast cities calls to mind
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FIGURE 2. PATH DIAGRAM OF- INFLUENCE FACTORS AMONG
DROP OUT AND DELAYED SCHOOLING RATES IN
ELEVEN METROPOLITAN AREAS, PUERTO RICANS,
1970
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/ illustrations of the two main influence factors exhibited by
if the interactive model: poverty/recent migration and the

'Spanish origin community's numerical strength.
The model's predictive capabilities were further confirmed

by a near-perfect fit with the original, zero-order coefficients,
when adjustments were made for all possible influences in
the path estimating equation; there were three discrepancies,
the largest 1.4 percent from the original figures. Moreover,
the summary statistics showed 79.2 percent of the variation
explained with respect to the dependent variable, or -delayed
schooling at ages 13 to 15. The composition of the explained
variation was: poveity/recent migration (49.7 percent); nu-
merical strength (adding 19.2 percent); school expenditures
(adding 9.0 percent); and parents' socio-economic situation
(adding ,1.3 percent). When the "shrinkage" adjustment was
calculated for possible error due to a small number of cases,
the general predictive capability was reduced to 65.3 percent
and the component figures similarly decreased. Even at this
somewhat lower level, a major portion of the variation was
accounted for, leaving an indeterminate margin of about a
quarter of the variation.
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6. Conclusions

The research reported here attempts to mathematically
ptry 1 social mechanisms involved in the United States
e ucational system's failure to provide a learning environ-
ment appropriate to a major native minority group. The find-
ings 'show that as of 1970 little or no progress was taking
place in the schooling of Puerto Rican young adults; that is,
as compared with the parent generation's school attainment
and that of other minority groups. By contemporary stand-
ards this implies a decline, since educational requirements
for employment have escalated and today success in Ameri-
can society necessitates knowledge well beyond the routine
manual skills having a certain labor market value in the
1950s, if indeed they ever meant a path to genuine oppor-
tunity.

Nationally about 60 percent of Puerto Rican youth
enumerated in the 1970 Census had left the educational
system before high school graduation. An additional 25
percent graduated, but only with some delay in the usual
schedule for completionindicative of school problems even
in success. In loth cases the difficulties can be traced to the
elementary leve at which the delay began for many and the
negative influen es stemming from a discouraging school
environment, w ch set trends in motion that ,eventually
led to either dropping out or graduating at considerable
personal,cost.

In varying degrees the delay/drop out pattern was found in
nine out of eleven metropolitan area categories studied,
some of which represented more than a single city. Even in
Los Angeles about a quarter of Puerto Rican adults were high
school drop outs and only in San Francisco did the school
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situation approach the majority condition. Among other
cities the two basic Patterns identified were:

1. A rather common experience of being left back at least
one grade in elementary school and dropping out just
beyond the age limit for compulsory school attendance;
that is, when the student is 15 or 16 years old. This was
taking place primarily in Puerto Rican communities that
were relatively small in size, recently established or rapidly
expanding, and where, except for a minor segment of well
educated parents, most Puerto Rican adults were .manual
workers having a limited school background themselves,
and often obliged to work in low-paid, part-time or un-
certain jobs. Most clearly exemplified by the metropolitan,
areas in New England, the first pattern was also found in
Philadelphia, Patterson-Passaic and to Some extent in
Chicago, Cleveland and Buffalo-Rochester. It provides a
prototype of early community development or of very
limited community developmentin which Puerto Ricans
must struggle for recognition and eventually minor con-
cessions, and will most likely cdntinue facing a basic pos-
ture of avoidance by school authorities.

2. When most students follow the usual scheduie of schooling
up to the age limit for compulsory school attendance, a
lower eventual drop out rate seems likelybut the focus
of school problems then shifts from eleinentary to the
intermediate or advanced secondary school levels, where
delays occur nonetheless, and the attendant difficulties
frequently mean a prolonged and#Probably unplaisant
school experienco. In this case, the factors influencing the
delay and eventual, drop out are illustrated by New York
City and the near-by metropolitannareas in northern New
Jersey, where Puerto Ricans, have gained a certain minimal
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power base by reason of their numbers and proportional
representation in the total population. But this Condition,
also true of Spanish origin persons in Los Angeles and San
Francisco, does not necessarily mean instant educational suc-
cess. Other factors such as prevalent poverty; the high cost of
living; double discrimination against women (who are in-
creasingly responsible for one-parent households); limited
investments in the school system, and a mainly proletarian
social identity among parentsall contribute to an epviron-
ment favoring the drop out, or at least a slackening of high
school completion into the young adulthood years, when
marriage, family responsibilities and (up to recently)_obliga-
tory military service affect the average person's career.

Some of the social factors identified as influences on
school problems could be mojlified by short-term changes
in organizationjlgAllers.iyould require redirection in the
social structure that lias ascrli6d'to Puerto Ricans a minprity
and dependent /role in thti internal colonial system. Unfor-

----------tinialeV,-ilieliiiiita-nzttire of the data available from the
Census files does not enable the authors to reach a more
detailed or qualitative evaluation.

Much has been said, however, about the key variable, or
early delays in schooling. As a final comment we, wish to
note that even if all the Puerto Rican children proceeded on
time through the elementary and secondary school system,
quite likely the drop out and other problems would still
occur to some extent, since all of the variables eXamined
were in one Or another way symptomatic of an underlying
human disparity between the Puerto Rican communities
and the majority social systema social mismatching that
can be remedied only by thorough going change. This serves
to warn us about grasping at a quick but superficial sol ion
to a complex and profound set of difficulties.
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